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Abstract- Now a days with the assist of cloud computing, m-healthcare system facilitating a platform for patients and
doctors to communicate each other. It facilitates an efficient and secure data renovation with the help of privacy
preserving and authenticating mechanisms. M-health care system provides fast and secure treatment for patients by
sharing their health information among health providers. It mainly focused on data confidentiality and privacy
regarding patient and doctor details. There are many authentications and secure systems emerged, but those are not
well exploited. To overcome and enhance them, a novel approach called authorized accessible privacy model
implemented in this paper. Here patients are going to authorized concern doctors based on key features and predicates.
According to given information an attribute based signature done by patients to authorized health care provider. It is
achieved by patient self controllable and privacy preserving multilevel authentication scheme (PSMPA).It provides
multilevel privacy and security in distributed m-health care system regarding retrieval and verification of patient’s
health information. Compared to existing authentication schemes our proposed system is capable of handling attacks
and results in less computational overhead.
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1. Introduction
It had a rapid growth in worldwide, in
EU and US health insurance act to reach good
quality and secure health treatment [2][3]. In
m-health care system, the personal health data
is shared among all patients and health care
providers. These details are maintained in
distributed cloud server in order to get mutual
support and communicate. It faces many
security issues like data privacy and security.

cloud from unauthorized access. A fine novel
distributed data access control system is
proposed based on attribute based encryption
[11]. A new approach called fine novel and
patient centric data access control in multi
owner provides security for the personal data.
In this paper, we discuss how to achieve
confidentiality and privacy about the patient’s
information.

From the security aspect, access
control of patient’s personal data in
distributed cloud is a big issue. For this, data
is only accessed by authorized physicians and
health care centers. Patients may worry about
the security of their personal health
information which is shared in distributed

In a m-healthcare system data
confidentiality is much important but in
existing system framework it is not enough
for to only guarantee the data confidentiality
of the patient’s personal health information in
the honest-but-curious cloud server model
since the frequent communication between a
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patient and a professional physician can lead
the adversary to conclude that the patient is
suffering from a specific disease with a high
probability. Unfortunately, the problem of
how to protect both the patients’ data
confidentiality and identity privacy in the
distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
scenario under the malicious model was left
untouched.
Our proposed m-healthcare system
mainly focuses on the central cloud
computing system which is not sufficient for
efficiently processing the increasing volume
of personal health information in mhealthcare cloud computing system. in
distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
systems, all the members can be classified
into three categories: the directly authorized
physicians with green labels in the local
healthcare provider who are authorized by the
patients and can both access the patient’s
personal health information and verify the
patient’s identity and the indirectly authorized
physicians with yellow labels in the remote
healthcare providers who are authorized by
the directly authorized physicians for medical
consultant or some research purposes. They
can only access the personal health
information, but not the patient’s identity. For
the unauthorized persons with red labels,
nothing could be obtained.

Fig:1 Private Security Model
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2. Background and related work
In previous researches, attribute based
access [9] and designated verifier signatures
[8] are implemented to achieve both privacy
and security of health information. There are
three levels of privacy preserving at
multilevel. First a new authorized accessible
privacy model
is
implemented
for
authorization of physicians. Second privacy
preserving authentication scheme is also
introduced for providing security to patient’s
data. And finally a security proof is generated
regarding privacy.
In previous sections we discussed on
confidentiality in cloud server. They left
many security and privacy preserving
concepts. Riedl et.al presented a new
framework for achieving security and privacy
in m-health care system [10]. Our proposed
system is a combination of attribute based
encryption (ABE)[9], designated verifier
signatures(DVS)[8]. Our system achieves
both confidentiality and authenticity more
compared to previous models in distributed
health care systems.
J. Misic et al. suggested patients have
to consent to treatment and be alerted every
time when associated physicians access their
records [4][12]. Sun et. al. proposed a
solution to privacy and emergency responses
based
on
anonymous
credential,
pseudorandom number generator and proof of
knowledge [13][14]
A network model is developed to
explain the basic e-health care system. It had
wide area networks, wireless transmission and
health care providers. Here patient’s health
information is securely transmitted over
wireless medium to health care providers.
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Fig :2 Distributed m-Health care system
architecture
Fig :2 explains m-health care system in
distributed cloud. Here three health care
providers B, C, D and a patient P are present.
Patient P health information is stored in his
consultant doctor D’s server. And the same
data is shared among B&C. These are indirect
healthcare
providers.
They
generate
individual reports regarding patient’s health
condition.

3. PSMPA for m-healthcare
In this, we first propose a authorized
access privacy model for distributed cloud
system. The two main functionalities are first
attribute based designated verifier signature
scheme. It consists of five steps.
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Setup- If u give l, then our algorithm results a
master key y and some public parameters.
Key Extract- Here key extraction done. It
depends on requests of doctor. The algorithm
checks for his request eligibility. If eligible
then results the skD.
Sign- To sign in the algorithm takes private
key of patient skP and public key pkD of
health center and message. These are used to
generate signature ᵟsign(skP,pkD,m)

Verify- If doctor wants to check any signature
along with access structure and gets subset of
attributes based on verification algorithm.
Based on inputs it gives message and returns
True else returns ⊥ ..
Transcript Simulation Generation- Here it
is done based on transcript simulation
algorithm. If authorized doctor with
authorized key, he is going to generate
transcripts related to patients.

Transcript simulation
Setup
Key extraction
Sign
Verify
Transcript simulation algorithm

The second is an adversary model.
The proposed PSMPA is used to
implement AAPM. It provides multi level
authentication and privacy efficiently
at patient’s healthcare information. In this we
have several steps .They are setup, key
extract, sign, verify, transcript and remark.
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Fig :3 Cloud based E-healthcare System

Framework
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The cloud based E-healthcare System
Framework was proposed to provide privacy and
fasten the performance. Which consists of data
collection phase,HSP(Health Service Provider,
consumers and cloud storage with privacy
protected.

4. Results
Now we check the efficiency of our
proposed system mainly in computational
overhead and storage. As compared to
previous DVS, our PSMPA gives accurate
and good results, and also implement high
security and privacy features. Here the
computational overhead is compared to the
previous sha-1 and private key encryption
(AES) our PSMPA gives more result
compared to existing techniques.
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Fig 4 explains the contrast of
computational over heads of DVS and
PSMPA. And Fig 5 explains storage over
heads of both the techniques.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel approach called
authorized accessible privacy model is
implemented. According to the given
information, an attribute based signature is
done by patients to authorize health care
provider by using patient self information and
multilevel privacy preserving authentication
scheme. Compared to existing authentication
schemes, our proposed system is capable of
handling attacks and results in less
computational
overhead.
Further
enhancements may concentrate on different
authentication schemes and privacy protocols.
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